SURE China Chapter was founded in August 25, 2015 at Beijing, China. The first SURE-China congress was held from August 23-25, 2015 in Beijing. More than 150 participants from different provinces of China attended the conference. During the congress, The first SURE-China Committee was elected by all participants. Currently SURE-China has 73 regular members and more than 50 student members. The first SURE-China Committee members is as following:

SURE-China Committee Members
Honorary President:
Yongchang Song(宋永昌), East China Normal Univ.(ECNU)

President:
Zhiyun Ouyang(欧阳志云), Research Center of Eco-Environ. Sci. (RCEES), CAS

Vice-President:
Kongjian Yu(俞孔坚), Peking Univ.; Weiqi Zhou(周伟奇), RCEES, CAS; Junxiang Li(李俊祥), ECNU; Yunnan Cai(蔡云楠), Guangdong Univ. Tech.

Secretary General:
Junxiang Li(李俊祥), ECNU

Standing Board Members
Shuang Chen(陈爽), Nanjing Inst. Geography & Limnology, CAS; Liangjun Da(达良俊), ECNU; Jun Gao(高峻), Shanghai Normal Univ.; Chunyang He(何春阳), Beijing Normal University (BNU); Yuanman Hu(胡远满), Inst. Appl. Ecol. (IAE), CAS; Feng Li(李峰), RCEES, CAS; Yuechen Li(李月臣), Chongqing Normal Univ.; Tao Lin(吝涛), Inst. Urban Environ.(IUE), CAS; Xiaoke Wang(王效科), RCEES, CAS; Zhifeng Wu(吴志峰), Guangzhou Univ.; Chi Zhang(张弛), Xinjiang Inst. Ecol. & Geogr., CAS.

Council Members:
Yue Che(车越), ECNU; Weiping Chen(陈卫平), RCEES, CAS; Yuechu Chen(陈雪初), ECNU; Zhiliang Chen(陈志良), South China Inst. Environ. Sci.(SCIES), MEP; Hong Deng(邓泓), ECNU; Xiaofeng Dong(董晓峰), Beijing Jiaotong Univ.; Shubo Fang(方淑波), Shanghai Ocean Univ.; Jianzhou Gong(龚建周), Guangzhou Univ.; Jie Gong(巩杰), Lanzhou Univ.; Jinliang Huang(黄金良), Xiamen Univ.; Yunfang Jiang(姜允芳), ECNU; Fanhua Kong(孔繁花), Nanjing Univ.; Xinhu Li(李新虎), IUE, CAS; Yangfan Li(李杨帆), Xiamen Univ.; Miao Liu(刘淼), IAE, CAS; Yang Liu(刘扬), Southwest Forestry Univ.; Jian Peng(彭建), Peking Univ.; Rongbo Xiao(肖荣波), Guangdong Provincial Academy of Environ. Sci.(GDAES); Miaoqiao Xue(谢苗苗), China Univ. Geosci.(Beijing); Bing Xue(薛冰), IAE, CAS; Meichun Yan(颜梅春), Hehai Univ.; Hong Ye(叶红), IUE, CAS; Haiwei Yin(尹海伟), Nanjing Univ.; Xijun Yu(于锡军), SCIES, MEP; Wenze Yue(岳文泽), Zhejiang Univ.; Li Zhang(张丽), Nanjing Communications Inst. Tech.; Changwei Zhuang(庄长伟), GDAES; Deyong Yu(于德永), Beijing Normal Univ.; Zhiming Zhang(张志明), Yunnan Univ.